
Kid’s hobby horse

# ????# 2460



You will need
   50cm homespun cotton fabric in 
solid colour for horse’s head

   Scraps of contrast fabric for nose 
(preferably black), and inside of ears

   Yarn (for horse’s mane) – we used a 
ball of Merrijig 12 ply by Lincraft

   Yarn needle
   2 large buttons and scraps of black or 
brown felt for eyes

   A cup hook
   A length of dowel rod (ours was 25mm 
in diameter and 85cm long)

   Assorted ribbons, feathers and flowers, 
for decoration.

   Softfill stuffing

difficultY  

Step 1
 Blow up template provided to fill an A3 sized sheet 
of paper. 
 
Cut 2 of the horses heads in the solid colour fabric. 
Cut 2 of the ears in the solid coloured fabric and 2 
of the ears in the contrast fabric. 
Cut 2 of the nostril disks from your black fabric.

Step 2
 With right sides together sew the ear pieces to the 
contrast ear pieces, trim curved edges, turn right 
side out and press. 
Turn the raw edge inside and press closed. 
Fold ear over in half and sew at the bottom edge 
to make a folded ‘petal’.

Step 3
 Sew the nostril pieces to the 2 horse head pieces 
where indicated on the pattern. 
Sew the eyes to the horses head where indicated 
on the pattern and once secure, thread a small disk 
of felt to the outside of the button and secure that 
with a few stitches.

Step 4
With right sides facing, join the horses head main 
pieces together leaving the bottom edge open. 
 
Stuff head firmly with Softfill stuffing and pin 
the bottom edge closed with safety pins while we 
decorate.

Step 5
 To make the horse’s mane – cut many, many 
lengths of yarn. Ours were approx 15cm long, but 
feel free to make them shorter or longer – or give 
your horse a haircut once finished. 
 
Thread one end of one piece of yarn through 
the needle, and then sew the yarn through the 
fabric where the mane should go. Once the yarn is 
through, pull it to equal lengths and tie in a knot to 
secure it to the fabric. Repeat until you have a nice 
thick healthy mane the entire distance between the 
eyes and down the back of the neck.  

tip:  Start in the middle, and work your way 
outwards until you are happy with the thickness 
of mane.

Step 6
Make a bridle for the horse using ribbons, rope or 
yarn (we used scraps of Snowball, and scraps of 
Pom Pom yarns). 
 
Sew ribbons, flowers or any other decoration you 
would like on to the head where the bridle meets.  
Feathers can be tucked in for a boy’s horse, and 
perhaps jingle bwells could be sewn on for a great 
sound when ‘riding’.

Step 7
Screw the cup hook into the end of the length of 
dowel. 
 
Open up the bottom of the horses head and insert 
the dowel rod (hook first) into the head.  The cup 
hook should keep the dowel in place. 
 
Sew up the bottom of the head to keep stuffing 
inside and keep the dowel rod in position.
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